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The World We Live In
Wynelle Hannon, '38
People have thought for many thousands
of years that the planet on which we live
was the only inhabitated planet in the
whole universe. Today we know little more
about the planets being inhabited, but we
do know that our earth is tiny compared
with the other planets in the universe; it
is more like a mere nucleus in an atom.
The universe consists of thousands of
millions of galaxies. Each galaxy is a
swarm of thousands of millions of stars.
And each star is in a frenzy of motion like
tin* stupendous whirl of stampeding atoms.
The earth is very sensitive to the stars,
if they ever happen to come near enough
for gravitation to take place. The crust
of the earth is only a few miles thick, the
molten rocks beneath it are prevented from
bursting into flames only by the enclos¬
ing shell of granite. The atmosphere, the
rocks, the soil, all the growing things that
come from the soil are products of solar
radiation. A slight change in the sun's
energy could alter the surface conditions
so that this life would rapidly disappear
from the earth. The earth’s weight has
been determined to its exact limit. It was
balanced by I)r. Paul R. Ileyle recently
at the Bureau of Standards in Washington,
I). ('. Imagine such a vast mass of life,
plants and animals weighed on a balance
scale. Incredulous!
The Anglo-Saxons, the Assyrians, the
Polynesians and the Greeks who named
Castor and Pollux have always thought
that they were twin orbs. So closely to¬
gether in the sky did they seem, so near
the same brilliancy, and so unchanging in
their attendance to one another, they looked
as if they were twins. The record of sci¬
ence shows that these two stars are of dif¬
ferent classes, and are unrelated in every




















the last deep sigh
of winter.
Spring Dawn
Dawn has come to Spelman campus.
There is an atmosphere of tranquility
broken only by the chirping of the birds,
'fall trees as erect as soldiers, silhouetted
against fluffy clouds drifting by, are scat¬
tered about the campus in perfect design.
Warm winds moving among the budding
and some perenially green branches sway
them rhythmically. Winding paths sepa¬
rate the even green carpet, silver-tipped
with dew. Buildings in almost parallel for¬
mation complete the landscape. Clusters
of shrubbery shroud the entrances. One
bush near the center campus is bright with
swelling buds that give promise of frag¬
rant yellow flowers. Eastward, a golden
sun is peeping above the roofs of the city.
million miles from the earth, and is speed¬
ing outward at 1(> 1-8 miles a second, while
Castor is nearly one-half again farther
away and is whirling a separate course at
about nine miles a second. They are two
strange utterly different stars in every
respect that .just happen to be near the
same lines of sight when viewed from our
present position in space. Perhaps we
would have thought of them as twins ten
million years ago, and perhaps in another
ten million years hence, they will appear
so far apart that the name will seem a
queer misnomer. So near but yet so far
apart is the case of most of the planets
in the universe. The placid sky is revealed
by modern astrophysics as a vast hetero¬
geneity in which innumerable suns, singly
or in multiples, are darting about in al-
Charlotte Wallace Murray
Spelman College presented Charlotte Wal¬
lace Murray, mezzo soprano in a recital Fri¬
day evening, March 13, with Miss Ruth
Wheeler of Atlanta as accompanist.
Mrs. Murray has done solo work in the
choir of the Riverside Church of New York
City along with such artists as Dan Gridlev,
Dorthea Flexer and John Anderson, both of
the Metropolitan Opera. She has also ap¬
peared in recital in New York, Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Washington, St. Louis, Denver,
and Los Angeles. In the South she has ap¬
peared in North Carolina, Georgia, and Ala¬
bama.
The evening will long be remembered as
one of the most enjoyable events of the
season. Mrs. Murray displayed not only an
exceptionally beautiful voice handled with
fine technical finish but won the audience
with the natural charm of her personality.
It is difficult to point out high spots in
a program so richly varied and thoroughly
enjoyable as a whole. One felt at the end
of the first group that "Here is an artist
whose fort lies chiefly in the classic realm."
But as the program progressed this must
have given sway to a genuine delight in each
succeeding interpretation.
Further evidence of Mrs. Murrev's splen¬
did musicianship was manifested when upon
being enthusiastically recalled she went to
the piano and played her own accompani¬
ments to a group of Negro spirituals.
most all directions like the excited mole¬
cules of a gas.
Our star: the sun is spinning a dizzy
course toward the outer rim of the Milky
Way at twelve miles a second, trailing the
earth and all its other planets with it;
the solar system at the same time is being
swung in a gigantic arc at ‘JOO miles a
second as the Galaxy itself rotates like
some colossal stellar pinwheel.
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Taxes or Tribute?
(EDITORIAL)
When I returned to my home town in
North Carolina in the summer of '133 every
good housewife and every good provider
were grumbling about what the state gov¬
ernment called an Educational tax on sales.
The money was supposedly to go for the
support of schools since the greater por¬
tion of this support had become the duty
of the state, not only in smaller communi¬
ties, but in the larger cities. This tax for
the support of education in North Caro¬
lina is not very different from those taxes
enacted in eleven other states in 1933. Mis¬
sissippi started this sales tax on its charge
across country. It moves steadily on, resist¬
ing any tackle that is placed against it,
and mowing down any arguments for or
against, carrying the ball of the grim neces¬
sity of raising revenues for the state gov¬
ernments.
The year 1935 found the tax persisting
in eighteen states despite the criticism as¬
serted against it. The reasons on both
sides of the issue have grown out of the
same things. The proponents for a sales
tax declare that it is an aid to efficient
government for the very fact that it makes
the masses “ tax-conscious” so that they
will take a more widespread and intelli¬
gent. interest in what the politicians are
trying to do with everybody's money. Rut
since it is our money that is being spent
we are probably more in sympathy with
the arguments of the opponents. They as¬
sert that the burden of the increase in costs
of the government’s business has only par¬
tially been transferred from the merchant
to the customers and that many merchants
are therefore suffering greatly. Another of
their arguments says that because the pub¬
lic becomes accustomed to the tax as a
nuisance and does not grumble, the tax
becomes a “temptation,” encouraging
governmental extravagance, besides in¬
creasing to millions the hands stretched
out for relief.
An article in Today for February 16,
1935, carried an interesting observation:
“The tax collector who was turned back
from the gate of the old homestead with
a shot gun (figuratively speaking, of
course), now levies tribute on the mer¬
chant down the street with a sales tax,
literally the tax nobody likes, in state af¬
ter state. . . . The homesteader may have
the illusion of triumph but the tax col¬
lector gets the money, with the merchant
playing the unpopular role of collector at
no salary.” This last illustration shows
the housewife how her daily expenditures
go toward maintaining those revenues
which the government must have and
which are above what can be obtained by
tax on property. Rut how fare the schools
for which the tax was started?
The customer, the man who will suffer
most in the end, grinninglv pays over his
hard-earned money into the outstretched
hand of the sales-tax-merchant—for the
unemployed! For so the tax has been label¬
led. Mr. Allen Raymond, in his article,
“Taxation in Desperation,” in Today for
February 16, 1935, predicts that the tax
is here to stay, that shopkeepers in an af¬
fected county are hankering for those in
the next county to be put under the same
tax. They even advocate a Federal sales
tax rather than lose trade in non-tax sec¬
tions.
Is the Campus a Home for
the Average Girl?
This article is not expected to interest
those persons to whom home means a place
where one “sleeps, breakfasts and oc¬
casionally dines; nor those persons to whom
home means a place where one lounges
when, where and how one pleases, is never
refused anything and feels perfectly free
to “pitch a temper tantrum” in any man¬
ner that gets the best results, regardless
of other members of the home.
From a limited amount of unskillful,
perhaps clumsy asking, I found the an¬
swer to this question, “Is campus home?”
to be “No” with varying degrees of em¬
phasis or nonchalance. No one even sug¬
gested by manner or tone that she had
given no thought to the matter, thus indi¬
cating that the average girl, if 1 may judge
from so small a number, has made at some
time some sort of comparison between home
and campus life.
Unless “home” is to be defined simply
as “one’s dwelling place,” the campus is
certainly not home for most of us. It is
more like a winter resort than “the abid¬
ing place of one’s domestic affections” for
some of us. Personally, I do not think it
should be too much like home. Why, one
of the important reasons for rejoicing at
graduation time would lie destroyed! How
often do we hear the weather-beaten and
wearied seniors exclaim: “Oh, how glad
1 shall be when June 6th comes so 1 can
be at home for a while!” This, perhaps,
has given encouragement to many a weary
traveler along the tedious road of intel¬
lectual development. After all one comes
to college, not essentially for home life,
but to go through a process of training
which, 1 understand, is supposed to make
one think. Success If) some extent has cer¬
tainly been realized, because the most
skeptical professor must admit sometimes
that there are some students who, in.rare
instances, actually think. This is a re¬
ward within itself. T believe most of us
would die happier were we sure that we
had done just one bit of pure, straight¬
forward, constructive thinking.
And what has this to do with home and
campus life? Simply this: Tf one learns
to think in one instance, why not carry
this tedious—alas, often impossible process,
of arriving at conclusions to other phases
of one s life, and change tin* object of the
verb from myself to another self. “In
short, think about others for a change in
relation to other persons and forces than
oneself. Remember, for example, that even
at home things were not always exactly
as one wanted them. The restrictions, it
(Continued on Page 8)
Thanks
I he ( ampus Mirror staff are especiallv
grateful to the Associate Editor-in-Chief for
editing the February issue of the Campus
Mirror. 5\ e speak not onlv for ourselves
but for many other appreciative persons
who enjoyed the issue.
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Sound Pictures of Birds
Mary L. Reddick, '35
Lovers of birds and those interested in
knowing more about the life and haunts of
birds looked forward with eager anticipa¬
tion to the bird lecture with songs and other
characteristic noises, given by Mr. A. A.
Allen. The lecture was given in Giles Hall
on Spelman Campus, March 8, 1935.
Mr. Allen, who made the pictures in co¬
operation with the Fox Film Company, is
Professor of Ornithology at Cornell Uni¬
versity. lie made very helpful remarks
before the showing and during the entire
presentation. There were some beautifully
colored slides which showed the natural
colors of the birds and their surroundings.
In some cases Mr. Allen explained how
they were able to get the birds in a certain
pose or to act in certain ways.
It had always been his desire to get a
picture of a song sparrow singing, perched
on a bush of thistle down. He knew the
birds chose and kept certain places, as
bushes, house tops or trees, as singing
perches. Knowing the singing perch of a
particular song sparrow he merely places a
thistle down branch in the bush which
served as the perch. The sparrow took the
highest branch of the thistle down and,
of course, Mr. Allen was able to get the
picture, as well as a record of the song of
the sparrow.
The production was made even more in¬
teresting because many of the habits of
the birds were shown as well as the records
of their voices, singing lustily. One reel
was devoted to the methods employed in
making the pictures, showing with what
caution they had to work in order to get
only the song of the bird and not the
rustle of the leaves or the sound of a
passing car.
The pictures were particularly appealing
to the Biology Club, because last year its
project was the study of the life of birds—
their habits, environment, courtship, and
rearing of the young. The Club had also
used as one of the reference books, The
Hook of Bird Life, by Mr. Allen.
The Seat of the Scornful
Take care that such a seat is not next to
yours when you are making a brave effort
to enjoy your delicious lunch of blackeyed
peas and slaw and to think of something
pleasant at the same time. Avoid the vicin¬
ity of that Seat when you are looking at
the world through rose-colored glasses. To
put it mildly, your experiences will be an¬
noying. But oh, if you want to be posi¬
tively out of luck, just sit near that Seat
in chapel when you are enjoying a real talk
which the young woman sitting there is
ostensibly and loudly too superior to ap¬
preciate! In brief, you will find the situa¬
tion most vexing! Queer how that Seat
disfigures the personalities of its habitual
occupants. But all unknowing, they sit day
after day, fooled by their seeming superior¬
ity. . . . Well, if you can’t always change
the conversation, you mat/ change your seat
—or vice versa.
"Names in Bronze"
On February 14 and 15, the University
Players offered Names in Bronze, by Ed¬
ward Revaux, as their second presentation
of the season under the direction of Mr.
John M. Ross. This drama of conflicting
human emotions, woven into a background
of scientific research and medical ethics
was enthusiastically received by apprecia¬
tive audiences on both nights.
zVs Anton Gorstov, John Young gave one
of his very best performances. His por¬
trayal of the man deeply in love, yet not
loved, in the first scene swayed the audi¬
ence into sympathy for him; however, as
the plot progresses, we felt a thrill of al¬
most repulsion as Anton wove his net of
cruel cunning that slowly but surely en¬
circled the unsuspecting Franz and the
helpless Maida. Deeply repentant in the
last scene over the havoc he had wrought,
in spite of ourselves we were sorry for this
man.
We take our hats off to William Beach-
em for his truly superb characterization
of Stephen, Anton’s confidant and butler.
His soft smooth voice, his nonchalant en¬
trances and his air of respectful familiar¬
ity were pleasing to hear and to behold
and lent much to the play.
Bernard Edwards, as Franz Ritter, while
well done, still left one with the feeling
that there was something lacking—perhaps
his stiffness during the first mniutes on
the stage accounts for this. His death
scene, however, should be highly commend¬
ed as his display of control over both
voice and body was indeed good!
Elise Oliver Hope, as the leading
feminine character, held our sympathies
throughout the evening. As the hopeless,
bitter Maida of the final scene, she left
nothing to be desired.
Particularly refreshing in his portrayal
of breezy Dr. Aylsworth was Raphael Me-
fver while Battle pleased us as Dr. Mor¬
ton, the slow, blunt member of the trio.
On the whole, “ Names in Bronze’’ was
splendid, the weak points in the play being
skillfully covered and propped up by our
own fine group of actors.
This unusually fine presentation was
given under the direction of Mr. John Mc-
Linn Ross, Associate Director of Dramat¬
ics, who recently completed the graduate
course in the1 Yale School of Dramatic Art.
The community enjoyed this first result of




Students and lovers of French are grate¬
ful to Spelman College, Morehouse College,
and Atlanta University for the opportunity
to see and hear the two French comedies,
La Farce Be Mail re Patlielin and L'Anglais
Tel Quon Le Parle, presented in Howe
Hall, March 9, 1935. The plays were made
possible and were directed by Miss \\.
Dr. E. McNeil Poteat
In spite of our lack of interest in some
of the chapel programs and in spite of our
general tendency to confess boredom, there
often comes a personality who relieves us
from all objection, awakens and intensifies
interest, and makes us forget our habit of
being easily bored. Such a personality ap¬
peared at Sisters Chapel, Thursday morning,
March 13.
Dr. E. McNeil Poteat, pastor of the Pul¬
len Memorial Baptist Church, Raleigh, North
Carolina, is field representative of the Fel¬
lowship of Reconciliation and succeeded Dr.
John Hope of Atlanta University as presi¬
dent of the Interracial Commission.
Dr. Poteat’s talk was informal and steeped
in human interest. Using the familiar story
of Peter’s reluctance to serve Cornelius be¬
cause Cornelius was a Gentile, Dr. Poteat
showed how our Christian civilization has
carried over numbers of pagan characteris¬
tics. Some of the most outstanding of these,
as Dr. Poteat sees them, are: war, the lwisis
of our present economic order, and race re¬
lations. The principle of our economic order
is based upon the idea of let those who have,
have, and those who do not have, —well,
“they just got a bad break.” The principle
of this and the way it works are pagan since
the two classes really are not living up to
Christian principles. Surely each has some¬
thing to share with the other. Our race
relations are based on respect for the ap¬
pearance and nature of merely the physical
man; consequently men are regarded as
white, black, brown, yellow and dealt with
as if color made the soul or the merit of
the man.
“ ‘God is no respect or of persons’,” said
Dr. Poteat, “should be interpreted to mean
that God does not respect persons but per¬
sonalities. If this idea should be the basis
of our relationship with other people, what
a difference it would make in our racial
problems, as well as in financial and civic
problems.” In conclusion Dr. Poteat warned
us against the ornaments that we wear
around our necks lest they shackle us.
He left us feeling the influence of a
strong personality who opens windows and
doors.
Bryan (Jeter of the Department of French.
Throughout the evening there was an
undercurrent of enjoyable excitement, which
manifested itself in the applause of tlx*
audience.
The costumes used were secured through
the courtesy of the University Players.
The cast consisted of memliers from the
three affiliated institutions; those represent¬
ing Spelman were Maudelyn Stokes, Julia
Palmer, Beulah Johnson, and Carolyn
Ijemon; those representing Morehouse were
Edmond Allen, Alex Stickney, John Long,
Arthur Christopher, Raymond Davis. Eu¬
gene McGowan, Profe>sor E. A. Jones,
Brunah Cooke, ami Lucius Jackson, and one
representing Atlanta University Virginia
Rose Hannon.




Negroes in the United States wish to
interpret history for themselves in terms
of an objective. The Negro has found that
if Negroes, as a group, combine, they can
demand better working conditions, wages,
and shorter hours; in short, they can do
collective bargaining, if they unite and
work for the same cause. The economic
condition of the Negro was supposed to be
much improved in the South just after the
Civil War. After this war 1)7 per cent of
all working Negro laborers were un¬
skilled and for this reason the 800,000
Negroes who were put to work with the
skilled white laborers failed.
One of the main reasons for organized
labor among the whites in the South was
to protect the whites from having to com¬
pete with slave labor. For fifteen years
after the Civil War we find that the status
of the Negro was unreasonably low. The
National Labor Union was organized in
1807 and by this movement the white man
realized that in order to represent Ameri¬
can laborers the Negroes must be brought
in and organized and must fight for them¬
selves instead of waiting with open hands
for some benevolent friend to give them
what was due them.
In 1809 the Negroes organized the Na¬
tional Negro Labor Conference in Balti¬
more whose purpose was to work for prac¬
tical control by allying themselves with
the Democratic party. The Greenback
controversy caused the downfall of the
National Negro Labor Organization, but in
1925 we find Negroes and whites coop¬
erating in the Knights of Labor which was
so idealistic that it could not live because it
came into conflict with skilled labor. In
1880, the American Federation of Labor
was organized. Outstanding Negroes in¬
fluenced organized labor during the period
just after the Civil War: Booker T. Wash¬
ington and Sam Darkins, 1881-1900. The
fundamental set. up in the American Fed¬
eration of Labor is very eloquent, but
when it is applying its principles to the
Negro, it is of very insignificant value. We
find that foreigners and women suffered un¬
der the restrictions of the American Federa¬
tion of Labor. Until the Negroes as a whole
learn to shoulder their own burden in this
economic age, their economic status will al¬
ways be below the average.
Americanism: Millions of prize seekers
and one winner.
Service is its own advertisement and its
own reward.
Finishing a hard and prolonged task gives
huge satisfaction.
Selling is all right but buying is neces¬
sary unless all selling ends.
Round 'N About Bohemia
ll/I Hkemie
When a certain young thing strolled
breezily triumphant in from a visit in the
city, Bohemia began to wonder what inno¬
cent youth had succumbed to milady's fatal
Caribbean charm. That air of braggadocia
—a curious mixture of Napoleonic and
Cleopatran conquest—had us all pitying
some poor Petrarchan lover whom our
heroine had obviously vanquished. But
wait! Milady speaks! Ye gods, alas! 'Twas
only seven pieces of fried chicken that the
damosel had destroyed! Now we’re pitying
the poor hostess.
Then there are those two well-meaning
seniors whose homes are in the magic city
and who drive their table companions into
howling rages with their endless prattle
about train schedules, bus schedules, spring
vacation there, et cetera, et cetera. Wre
hope they can go, but we can never digest
hot dogs and sauerkraut off of conversa¬
tion of train schedules to B’lmm.
Hound 'n about Bohemia there’s a most
refreshing person who really is the sum
of all the nicest things one knows. Always
doing something for someone else, a regu¬
lar ‘‘feller” in athletics, a scientist, a good
leader and follower too, very well bred, ap¬
preciates good music, and best of all, she
has a deep sense of humor. What more
could the gods bestow upon a mere mortal ?
She is by far the most representative col¬
lege stiule I know.
The voice of no Town Crier, the bell of
no Curfew has ever received the simultane¬
ous reactions that her voice demands,
when chapel bells are in the balance
(save only bells for meals).
Bohemia was preparing for one of its
most colorful and gala ovations in honor
of two very new and important additions
to the very cosmopolitan (and when one
says cosmopolitan one means cosmopolitan)
population: Aves, Rodentis. There’s a
cosmopolitan neighborhood for you. Gi¬
gantic preparations were in full sway to
welcome to our midst a new set of twins,
Hocus and Focus by name, if you please,
but by some incomprehensible force of the
Law of Effect the twins departed—where¬
abouts, a secret. In short, *they were newly
hatched chicks!
'With apologies to Micawber.
Scroll Wins First Place
Grace E. Days, ’35
Atlanta University Laboratory High School
The Scroll, student publication of the At¬
lanta University Laboratory High School,
was awarded first place among private high
schools in a clinic held recently by student
editors from elementary and high schools.
Over 800 school papers and magazines were
examined. The occasion was the eleventh an¬
nual convention of the Columbia Scholastic
Pages From A Co-Ed's
Diary
Fart I
What a life! I dragged myself out of
bed this morning at a quarter past six
(though heaven knows it took all my will
power and some of the mother’s), and I
just got to the table in time to get a bowl
of oatmeal and the usual accessories.
Chapel was terribly in the way. I was late,
so I sat in the back and tried my best
to listen to a speech on the state of the
arts in Frussia or somewhere, by an anemic
little man named Oshpost or something
like that. I didn’t know my French, but I
went to class anyhow, and drew pictures
in class. (One was so good that I’m going
to tack it up on my wall in my room). I
had a study period next, and I studied my
psychology diligently (after reading the
funnypaper) because I was sure we’d have
a test in psychology. We didn’t though,
so I was a bright pupil in the class.
This afternoon I had a dull session in
history; so, to cheer myself up, I went
to town with some other girls and bought
myself a pound of chocolate cookies and
a pair of brown and white oxfords, which
look positively devastating with my new
brown skirt and brown and white sweater.
And, to make me feel even better, I had
a special from dad! He’s coming to see
me when he’s here on business, Tuesday,
and he’s bringing me something—he
wouldn’t say what. I also got a letter from
Tony (perhaps I should have mentioned it
first). He says he hasn’t taken any girls
out since I was at home Christmas. (I’ll
take it with a pinch of salt and write
him that I’ve sat at home and looked at his
picture for company all these months—
will he believe that?) And speaking of let¬
ters, I wrote Vivian today. I’ve been mean¬
ing to write her for the longest time. It’s
woefully late, and the bell has rung for
bed, so I’d better hit the hay and pray
that the rising bell is late tomorrow.
Press Association. Last year tlie Scroll was
awarded third place in a contest sponsored
bv the same Association.
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DR. A. L. KELSEY
s Dentist :
Res. 850 Simpson St., N.W., Main 2515
Hours 8 to 1—2 to 7—Sunday by Appointment
X-RAY PICTURES MADE
239 Auburn Ave., N.E. Jackson 4670




You will find always the best
grocery values—plus courteous
service and full appreciation of
your patronage.
I
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Interesting News of Today
Mabel Murphy
One of the most interesting educational
experiments of modern times is now defi¬
nitely a success. I refer to the “exiles'
university,” officially termed the Gradu¬
ate Faculty of Political and Social Science
in the new school in New York. Estab¬
lished in 1033 as a result of Hitler's “ aca¬
demic purge,” it is staffed by exiled
scholars and is reported to have a faculty
equal to Germany's best. Its standards
and scholastic attainments are those of
pre-Nazi Germany. A five-year provisional
charter has been granted the school, which
is expected to continue and grow as more
ordinarily organized schools. There are
now 140 students from various sections of
this country and from foreign nations.
Accoiding to a recent report of the Car¬
negie Fund, colleges are growing more and
more serious in the training of students.
The era of good times and little school
work is rapidly drawing to a close, and
the students are depending more and more
on hard work to get them in good standing
with each other. The son of well-to-do
parents no longer has a great advantage
over the boy not so well provided for fi¬
nancially.
Of intei'est to art lovers will be the
fact that another Dutch masterpiece has
been found recently in Germany. It is a
self portrait by Frans Hals. Critics have
agreed that its technique dates it about
1 (if)0.
The first Negro patrolman and first Ne¬
gro sergeant in the history of New York
City has recently been made a lieutenant.
He is Samuel J. Battle, son of slave par¬
ents and father of two college graduates
and a pre-law student. He has won great
favor among his fellow members of the
police force. When he was a patrolman,
they ostrasized him on account of his color;
after he saved the life of a white police¬
man nothing was too good for him. His
next goal is to be a captain.
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“Where Lee and Gordon Meet” j
fch Cream. Sandwiches Delivered j
“We Appreciate Your Patronage"
Phone Raymond 3161
A Great Man Passes
In the great, impressive cathedral, St.
John Divine, in New York City thousands
of men and women of both races paid their
last deep tribute of love to Richard B. Har¬
rison, the man who has risen above all limi¬
tations of race or creed and has spoken to
the souls of his fellow-men through his great
role, “De Lawd.” With fitting dignity, the
service, with its deep organ notes, earnest
prayer and soul-stirring spirituals, harmon¬
ized in all respects with the spirit of “De
Lawd” who had loved to hear the choir of
Green Pastures sing “Oh, Lord, 1 Don’ Feel
Noways Tired,” “Oh, de Blin’ Man Stood on
the Road and Cried” and “1 am a IV Pil¬
grim of Sorrow.” For the last time, these
men and women who had worked with him
through sunshine and rain poured out their
beautiful music in sweet farewell.
The spirit of “De Lawd” lias done more
to break down stubborn pride, inferiority
complex and absurd prejudice than much
propaganda; for it does not antagonize but
(Continued on Page 8)
Pose or Poise
Helen Ruth Clark, ’38
A self reliant person is modestly sure of
himself to the extent that he is willing
to try to go forward, with some aid from
his superiors, and blaze a way out of what
seems to be no way. lie is never snap¬
pish or insulting, but stands up for the
right in a quiet, well mannered, well poised
way.
There is a story of a poor, but ambi¬
tious, boy who went to college without suf¬
ficient funds. A certain type of earth
worm, Lumbricus terrestris, was in demand
for research work in his college laboratory.
This worm appeared only at night and was,
therefore, hard to get. This fact gave him
an idea—he would collect these worms and
sell them. He worked his way through col¬
lege selling earthworms. The end justi¬
fied the means. A person of this type has
built up within, a self that he is sure of,
and he has no need to pose.
Superiority pose does not come from
within, and does not make a person so out¬
standing and important as he thinks. It
only shows that he is a weakling with no
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Reading. Conversation, and
Writing
(Inspired by the quotation: “Reading
maketh a full man, conference a ready man,
and writing an exact man.—Bacon.)
If T could really he made full!—I have
net felt exactly empty, but 1 have felt such
a lack of something, that each reading of
a hook or an essay or a poem has somehow
given me a feeling of being a hit deeper
and fuller.
1 had learned to love nature somewhat,
but not enough to realize that there was
something that led to a more complete un¬
derstanding of my fellowman until I read,
and for the first time understood, Words¬
worth. I found nature, that link between
God and man, to be worth all the nights I
afterwards spent looking at the stars from
my bedroom window, or listening to the
birds that sang in the tree tops in the early
morning, or inhaling deeply the smell of the
fresh grass or watching the golden autumn
leaves, fall softly to the ground at the
“breath of autumn wind.” I had not seen
the Lake District around Grassmere in Eng¬
land or the \\ ye "\ alley, hut I knew that
there must have been a breathless beauty
about the places that inspired Wordsworth
iO write Lir^s on Tintern Abbe//, “The Pre¬
lude," and “The Excursion” and to describe
the “Virgin beauty of a forest” in “Nutting.”
Other poems filled me with wonder at the
vastness of this world and many spoke of
beauty that I look forward to enjoying.
I traveled with Byron in Childe Harold and
understood Shelley's sojourn in Italy and
his love tor Keats in Adonais. I could see
nature, too, in the Ode to the West Wind
and feel a world of philosophy and optim¬
ism, a sort of rejuvenation of the spirit, in
the lines, “It "Winter comes, can Spring he
tar behind ?" words that are a consolation
to persons subject to fits of morbidity.
Leaving this path, I have read history
and more and more it has made me under¬
stand the workings of mankind throughout
the ages, I wish somehow that I could
have known college and the Negro as I
know them now, before I lost some of the
precious old people out of my life. 1 could
have talked to them more intelligently and
made them feel more abundantly their worth.
Continually my feeling of race conscious¬
ness crept up and I read with a prejudiced
eye before; hut now I can understand that
those men of the Old South, of the Con¬
federacy, probably, could not help hut la*
mean any more than we could not help hut
resent it. I have read hooks on Reconstruc¬
tion and seen white “Carpet Baggers" and
Negro "rascals" abuse their privileges to
tin* extent that we emerged a more hated
and prejudiced people than we would have
been, had we not had power thrust on u> in
our weakest days. Then again, I have seen
that had we not been given power, we would
pmhably have been reduced to the state that
we occupied before the Civil War. The read
ing of history hooks has made me les> pre
(Continued on Page 7)
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It may be interesting for the patrons
who go in and out of Morgan Dining Hall
for meals three times a day to know of
the composition, function, and organiza¬
tion of the S. (). S.—the grand order of
the Sisters of the Skillet. This high order
is organized into separate teams for the
purpose of accomplishing all the details
of serving the patrons on time, in a cour¬
teous manner, with palatable foods, in the
most attractive form, at the proper tem¬
perature. They pledge themselves to serve
with all grace and politeness.
This occupational group is composed of
twenty-four college women doing various
duties such as waiting tables in the teach¬
ers’ and students’ dining halls, helping to
prepare food for cooking and cooking it.
The work system offered at Spelman is a
means of helping students to bear their
expenses while in college. It opens the
door and offers them opportunity for the
completion of a college education. Through
this system some earn all their board and
others only part board.
On the fifteenth of every month the
Sisters of the Skillet are rated on the fol¬
lowing qualities: on personal appearance,
willingness to take inci’eased responsibili¬
ties, attitude toward work, and on kind
of work done. They are rated by fair, good
and excellent and their marks are sent to
the college office.
The group has a president, a program
committee and a fund committee which
provides for the entertainment and re¬
freshments at the time of the annual social
during the Christmas holidays.
In their call meetings the assistant die¬
tician discusses with the group such things
as coming late to work, breakage, eating
on the job, floating around and talking too
much, and personal appearance. Speciali¬
zation is not developed to a great extent,
but the best girl for a certain activity
can always be chosen immediately.
Socializing during work consists of dis¬
cussing lectures, lessons, gossiping and
singing. Cooperation and friendliness exist
among the women in a great degree. There
is no prejudice, but every one works for
the benefit of all.
With certain occupational groups there
are specific terminologies. Those used in
this group are seconds, left overs, menu,
serving and kelvinator. The ethics most
used are: no partiality in serving, first
come first served, and for lateness no
serving.
The culture of this group is rather high
since it is composed of college women from
all sections of the United States—from
Washington to Florida and from the New
England States to California. They also
range from Freshmen to Seniors. With
these various members come sectional and
regional ideas to be shared with each other.
There are majors in Home Economics, His¬
tory, Sociology, English and French. The
organization of the S. 0. S. has athletes,
song birds, beauties, and dramatists. The
Gold Rush!
Haven’t you heard?! Why, Fortnightly
and Company struck a rich vein of gold
four weeks ago! You must have been sleep¬
ing, not to have heard. Well, the rush is
still on, so plunge in and buy up all the
shares you possibly can. Store up for your¬
self and those to come after you a rich
treasure for the rainy day—for the future
when the world of struggle has passed you
by. You will then be able to smile securely,
benignly, with a contented heart.
But—why all this talk? When you hear
the name, Florence Warwick, president of
the company—ah, you are assured, your
fears are all allayed! Well, then, to the
point: On February first, Miss Warwick
opened the first rich pocket, Langston
Hughes and his poetry. Sorry you missed
•that, but it’s not too late—the pocket is
still open. Just get your mental pick and
dig out nuggets for yourself from Weary
Blues, Fine Clothes for the Jew, and Scotts-
horo Limited. Ah, you missed the next
pocket, too—the prose works of Langston
Hughes, which Marion Abies worked on
February fifteenth. Well, keep right on dig¬
ging until you come to Not Without Laugh¬
ter and The Ways of White Folk or anv-
think else that you may find. You can’t
miss them.
Oh, this will be a booming time, all right!
The more miners, the merrier. You see,
this company is not out for profit, but
strictly to benefit the public—Morehouse,
Spelman and Atlanta University. Come
and buy your shares with an hour or so
every other Friday night at seven-thirty.
■Stick a light in your cap—an idea about
Contee Cullen’s work, for instance, or one
of his poems. Share your appreciation with
the group. Ednali Bethea—oh yes, this
company chooses its men—er women, with
care!—Miss Bethea will work the section
selected for next Friday’s operations. This
notice may not get to you before that
time—the fifteenth—but come anyway!
values conserved by this group are refine¬
ment, dignity, kindness, honesty, cleanli¬
ness, accuracy and the art of living and
getting along with people.
|~WEST"end"AMERICAN- !
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Mary L. Reddick, ’35
The February meeting of the Biology
Club was opened to the students of Spel¬
man College and the Science and Mathe¬
matics Club of Morehouse College. The
group was able to see living cells in action
by means of a moving picture made by Dr.
Chambers, of New York University, and
his assistant. There were two pictures
showing fertilization of the egg cells of
arbatia, asterios, and nereis, the sand
worm. The last, and to most of the audi¬
ence, the best, showed cell mitosis up to
the eighth cell stage.
The large amount of work involved in
preparing such moving pictures is appar¬
ent to the Biology student who, in early
years, has difficulty in even seeing some
cells under the microscope. Many could
also see how different a living cell is from
one which has been fixed and stained.
The Club wishes to extend to Mr. Davis
its appreciation for running the pictures,
and for seeing to it that they were returned
to Dr. Chambers in good condition.
Citizenship School
E. S. Hare
Friday, February fifteenth, marked the
close of another series of lectures and in¬
structions on Citizenship, sponsored by the
Citizens Committee of the N. A. A. C. P.
in Atlanta and aided by Atlanta University.
Three schools were conducted in Atlanta
for the purpose of advancing to the people
a better knowledge of Civic duties: one at
Warren Memorial M. E. Church on Greens-
ferry Street, the other two at the Greater
Wheat Street Baptist Church, with At¬
torney A. T. Walden as director, and in
South Atlanta with Professor Luther
Brooks, of Clark University, as director.
The director of the Warren Memorial
M. E. Citizenship School was Professor
Rayford W. Logan, of the Department of
History of Atlanta University. Professor
Logan directed two similar schools last
year, the result of which is that a large
number of persons are now qualified voters.
The Citizenship School was made up of
hard-working people. One readily places
all the blame of the lack of the Negro
race to participate in Civic Affairs upon
the “masses,” but it is very interesting
to note that the masses are awakening and
the educated class is the one that is still
reclining on what they are “supposed” to
know but do not. Mr. Logan states: “Ex¬
cept for a group of Spelman students who
attended a class last year, the Morehouse
students are almost the only members of
our ‘educated group’ who have manifested
any interest in these meetings.”
Minnie: “Say, I believe this school is
haunted!’ ’
Sunny: “Why?”
Minnie: “They are always talking
about school spirit.”




The Atlanta Intercollegiate Council was
organized in response to the need for
solutions to a number of complex problems
in the South. The active membership of
this organization includes representatives
from Morehouse, Spelman and Agnes Scott
Colleges, Georgia Tech, Emory, Clark, Mor¬
ris Brown and Oglethorpe Universities, Co¬
lumbia and Gammon Seminaries. The stu¬
dent members of this council are elected
or appointed by local Christian Associa¬
tions, and Regional Student Secretaries are
ex-officio members. The consulting mem¬
bers, that is, the undergraduate, gradu¬
ate, and members of committees, are elect¬
ed by a two-thirds vote of the entire coun¬
cil upon the recommendation of any one,
person or more than one, because of his
interest and special fitness for a particular
service.
Atlanta is the headquarters for the In¬
terracial Commission and for the Y. M. C.
A. and Y. W. C. A. student work in the
Southeastern states. It happens that At¬
lanta's strategic and commercial signifi¬
cance for the whole South lends it a vast
leverage for any cultural movements. It
therefore appears that in keeping with na¬
tional policies of the Christian Associa¬
tions, opportunity presents itself here for
Interracial, Intercollegiate, and Interasso-
ciational progress in concrete projects
through cooperative movements.
This Council of alert minds has for its
purpose that of promoting intercollegiate
and interracial cooperation through pro¬
jects such as conferences; studies of in¬
terracial nature, such as housing conditions
and church cooperation; it conducts sum¬
mer Student Industry Seminars, and ex¬
tends its influences of thinking and ac¬
complishments to local groups as far as
possible. It influences public opinion on
and off campuses.
During its existence in the academic year
of 1031-32, its principal achievements were
its two conferences on “The Quest for
God ’ and “Race in the Modern World
as Seen by an Oriental,” an address by
Dr. T. /,. Kim.
The most significant features of the
Council's second year were its cooperation
with the Atlanta Citizenship Lecture Com¬
mittee and its support of the South-wide
student interracial conference, held in At¬
lanta during tin* Christmas vacation. Co¬
operation with the Lecture Committee was
indeed significant, because it brought a
series of L. 1. D. lectures to student and
adult Atlanta on an interracial basis. The
decision to conduct such a series on a non-
segregated basis was due most decidedly to
the participation of the council.
All of the functions outlined in the
Constitution of the Council have not been
carried out. It is in its fourth season,
and in addition to carrying on a program
similar to its past, it hopes to bring about
a much more general understanding of its
Freshmen Enter At Midyear
Eloise Usher, '38
The freshmen who registered as new stu¬
dents at Spelman College on January 2(1,
1935, were oriented into a new “set-up”;
actual provisions were made by the adminis¬
tration by which a one year course could be
taken and completed in a semester. These
freshmen are getting the regular number of
hours, fifteen, and were able to get semester
courses in history, home economics, trigo¬
nometry, or physiology. With a year of Eng¬
lish and nine hours in other regular fresh¬
man subjects completed who couldn’t “stand
the storm?”
True they missed the initiation of Fresh¬
man Week, September 12-17, their oppor¬
tunity to know tlie school and its history,
the faculty, and to know their class before
their regular routine began, but, if they are
equal to the strain, they might gain time,
and they have at the very start helped to
make history at Spelman.
The regulars of the freshman class extend
to the Eight, hearty congratulations and wel¬
come them as an integral part of the Spel¬
man community.
purposes by students on the campuses
which are represented in the Council. It
hopes to strengthen its constituent Chris¬
tian Association. It has high desires now,
as from the start, to have its achievements
prove to be a demonstration project, en¬
couraging colleges in other metropolitan
centers, where there are institutions of
both races, to cooperate in a similar man¬
ner.
It is important that we in any way
possible cooperate with this organization.
Although it has not “turned the world
over’’ in a night, so to speak, it has made
effective certain worthwhile influences.
Spelman College has two representatives,
and it is extremely worthwhile to encour¬
age, improve, and help to expand the ef¬
forts of this intrecollegiate, coeducational,
student-faculty and interracial venture.
Reading, Conversation, and
Writing
(Continued from Page 5)
judiced and more hopeful of the future of
my people.
I have learned to criticize more intelligent¬
ly since reading and studying the art of
criticism the past semester. I do not jump
so rapidly and brand a book as “wonderful”
or “awful" as I did, not so long ago.
Articles of current interest helped me
because I am keenly interested in the prob¬
lems of living, today.
And so reading this past semester has
made me look forward to greater happi¬
ness in years to come when I shall “ride
along the banks of the Potomac” and
view the historic sights and look with
serenity on the life about me and “feel
the fullness thereof.”
One or two striking conversations with
y. W. C. A. Carnival
On Saturday night, March 2, the Little
Theatre was transformed into a real car¬
nival ground. The overhead decorations
were of bright colored paper which hung
from the center light and extended in strips
to other portions of the wall. The light
shining through these strips gave a soft¬
ened glow, and the mingled sounds of gay
voices, foot-steps, and music readily put
one in the spirit of a carnival.
When entering by the right door one
saw an American sandwich booth where
delicious ham sandwiches were sold. A
little further on was the French booth,
where one bought the dark red wine of
Bourgoin. Hot-dogs were sold at the Hot-
dog booth. For sweets there were chocolate
cup cakes, fudge, and Devil’s food cake. In
the center of the “sweets booth” was a
large white cake with the letters Y. W.
C. A. in red. Candied apples sold like
hot cakes. Marshmallows were toasted
while you waited.
At the notions booth one bought such
trinkets as beads, buttons, books, balloons,
dogs, and elephants.
The program included:
Recitation from Dunbar Helen Baker
Tap dance Reba Belcher
Solo (“With Every Breath I Take”)
.Constance Bedgood
Tap dance James Bannon
Old Circus performance in an eccentric
tap (students from the High School)
Grace Days, Etta Stanton
Trio Ethelynda Armstrong, Juanita Red¬
dick, and Constance Bedgood.
Tap dance Brooks and Hargroves
An additional part of the enterprise was
the supper boxes, which were sold and de¬
livered to all who wished them.
An.vie L. Motley, Secretary.
people have aided my growth. I have at¬
tempted as a result to get at the bottom
of my shortcomings.
A good friend once said, “You are too
narrow; you do not get about enough;
you need to come with me to the Inter¬
racial Conference or the lectures or the
debate, and see how much broader you
will become." What 1 am trying to tell
you is that I decided to go more. Another
person taught me the value of friendship;
another the spirit of optimism; another
the feeling of confidence in myself. An¬
other friend taught me the futility of be¬
ing other than myself. 1 can grasp the
meaning of things more easily, I can un¬
derstand the actions of people more quick¬
ly; I can tolerate the opinions of my col¬
leagues more often. I can understand the
value of conversation.
W riting has helped me organize my
ideas. I have learned the value of an in¬
teresting vocabulary. I can appreciate
form in composition, line in artistry, and
beauty in words.
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Mr. Claude Nelson
The week of March 11 brought a number
of outstanding and interesting chapel speak¬
ers, one of whom was Mr. Claude Nelson,
secretary of the Fellowship of Reconcilia¬
tion. Mr. Nelson was a Rhodes scholar and
served prisoners of war from l!)l(i to 1910
in Russia, France, Germany and tin* United
States. His next seven years were spent in
post-war reconstruction chiefly with students
in Switzerland and Italy. Following that,
he was for eight years regional secretary of
the Student V. M. C. A. in the South and
Southwest.
In a very sincere and personal manner
Mr. Nelson spoke on the Intercollegiate
Council of Atlanta. He took the organiza¬
tion from birth showing its progress and
revealed some of its future aspirations.
Questionnaire
The questions below have been causing
considerable worry in the minds of at
least one person. Answers would be ap¬
preciated. They should he submitted to
the Editor-in-Chief of the Mirror. The best
answers will be published.
1. Has the time come when an individ¬
ual's relation to society is such that the
“avoiding of reaction" is necessary for
self-preservation ?
2. To what extent should an individual
give up his opinions, likes and dislikes for
the good(?) of the group?
3. “When one has one’s head in the
lion's mouth, the only logical thing to do
is to gently stroke his beard.” Yes, but
must one feel that she has her head in
the lion's mouth until after the process of
education (or college life at least) is over,
when she becomes a lion?
4. Must one always pay the penalty for
a mistake, no matter what the circum¬
stances that prompted the action—after
understanding and love have been stressed
as virtues?
5. What is love?
6. How many real friends may the aver¬
age person expect to cultivate—and keep—
in a lifetime?
7. Does a person—or a friend—really
want and appreciate honest opinions of
himself or herself?
No city can be better than the average
intelligence of its citizens.
Is the Campus a Home for
the Average Girl?
(Continued from Page 2)
is true, were not quite so inelastic as we
sometimes find them here; but they all
grew out of real needs and problems, and
at least they were designed for our own
good (?) and protection. At least their
primary purpose was not just to make one
unhappy.
11 enough care is taken, the campus can
bo made the next best thing to home as
an “abiding place of one’s affections,”
and as a place for pleasant, wholesome
social intercourse, it cannot be surpassed,
if one is not too self-centered to reach
out and make the most of her opportuni¬
ties. With the many and varied personali¬
ties one can hardly help meeting a kindred
spirit in the course of nine months. It is
under such circumstances that the most
binding and lasting friendships are formed.
And that is as much as even a home can
do for one! No, the campus is not home
to the average girl, but it is the next best
place to it.
A Great Man Passes
(Continued from Page 5)
speaks in a universal tongue. Seeing him in
Green Pastures, and hearing him tell of his
checkered life, one could not but recognize
the man of great soul, one who had come
close to some of life’s deep meanings. The
marks of eternity were upon him—grace,
patience, kindness—therefore his spirit can¬
not die, but will remain to remind the world
that all races have contributions of beauty
to offer to life's large pattern. The mixed
audience of black and white, rich and poor,
speaks significantly of the influence of a
great man’s spirit.
“Charlie, old man,” Mr. Harrison said to
Charles W. Wood, his understudy, just as
lie was striken, “Don’t let me down. The
world needs this play.” College students
who turn restlessly, doubtfully from one
theory to another wondering what to accept
or what to reject,—we need to be calmed
and steadied by the spirit of Green Pastures.
Those of us who met Mr. Harrison person¬
ally last year, are doubly glad now that we
had that privilege.
In the deep hush that had fallen on the
vast multitude gathered in the cathedral,
while sunshine in warm, rich colors from
the stained-glass windows lent an almost un-
l he Games are On
The long waited for interclass basket¬
ball games began Saturday, March 2, with
surprising results. We find the Freshmen
showing fine teamwork and giving groat
promise for the rest of the games. The
Sophomores will have to work hard to
keep their reputation of last year, or is it
that each year the basketball honors should
go to the Freshman class? Who knows?
Time will tell.
The Juniors and Seniors promise to give
more competition in the next games. We
are sure they will. But the game which
will be the hardest fought is that between
the Freshmen and Sophomores. Best of
luck to both classes and may the best
team win.






earthly beauty to the scene, Bishop Manning
lifted his voice in a few well-chosen words
(quoted from N. Y. Times) which catch the
essence of Mr. Harrison’s spirit and are
like a benediction:
“We think today of his simple sincerity,
of his fortitude and patience under long
continued trial, of his gentle strength and
his unfailing human kindness, and of the un¬
spoiled simplicity and dignity with which
he met success and fame, when they came
to him.
“By his qualities of soul and character
he helped us to see the great truth which
Christ and 11 is gospel teach us that what¬
ever their race, or nation, or color all men
are brothers, sons of one Father and Crea¬
tor Who calls us to live as His children
and as members of one great human family
on all this earth.
“May he have blessing, and peace, and ful¬
ness of reward in those Green Pastures
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